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1 IntroductionMany statistical techniques, in particular in multivariate analysis, require an evaluationof distances between probability distributions. Very often, one has to evaluate the dis-tance between an estimate of the unknown marginal distribution of a sample and anotherestimate, or a �xed probability distribution. Many di�erent ways of evaluating those dis-tances exist, but not so many potentially lead to explicit results. The distance that willbe studied here is the L2 distance between density functions. The Euclidean structure ofL2 makes it particularly attractive, although other tools have been prevalent in the past.Many applications could be discussed here, but we have chosen to focus on discriminantanalysis of multivariate distributions.The problem is classical. Let: G = q[j=1Gjbe a set of probability distributions on IRp, partitioned into q mutually disjoint subsets.Let (X1; : : : ;Xn) be an independent sample of some unknown probability distribution Fon IRp. The problem is to assign the distribution F to that class Gj to which it best �ts,i.e. for which a certain prede�ned criterion is maximal. That problem arises in particularwith the dating of 3-way data (see the di�erent articles of [7], and in particular [6] as ageneral reference). In that context, we were asked to treat archaeological data concerningAlsacian castles (cf. [13, 14]), for which only partial dating was available, and we had toestimate building dates for those castles that had insu�cient historical records.Many criteria have been proposed in discriminant analysis. In [10], Matusita intro-duced a decision rule based on square roots of density functions. There the criterion to beminimized was the L2 distance between the square root of the estimated marginal densityof the sample, and that of an estimated reference density. The L2 distance between squareroots of densities has the obvious advantage that the norm of any density function is 1.The L2 distance between densities has already been considered in a di�erent context byQannari [12]. Not replacing densities by their square roots permits to take advantage oflinearity in certain density estimates. Although L2 distances are easy to compute in many2



families of distributions, and in particular in exponential families, we chose to focus onthe multivariate Gaussian case, which is by far the most frequent model in applications.After giving the explicit expression for the L2 distance between two Gaussian densities(Proposition 2.1), we consider the case of Gaussian samples for which the mean and co-variance matrix are estimated by their maximum likelihood estimator, and the density bythe Gaussian density with estimated mean and covariance matrix. Our approach can bejusti�ed if replacing the true density by its estimate only induces a small error that canbe statistically controlled. It is indeed the case: our main results (Theorems 2.1, 2.2, 2.3and 2.4) show that when densities are replaced by estimates, the corresponding randomL2 scalar products are asymptotically normally distributed, and the asymptotic variancesare explicitly computed.The L2 distance between square roots of densities that was used by Matusita [10]derived from Bhattacharyya's measure of a�nity (see McLachlan [11]). In the Gaussiancase with equal covariance matrices the decision rule is equivalent to the rule based onthe Mahalanobis distance between means. Still in the Gaussian case, the asymptoticdistribution of Matusita's distance has been studied by Bar-Hen and Daudin [1].In the application of our approach to discriminant analysis, we introduced four di�erentlocation criterions. The �rst two are based on L2 distance between density functions andthe two others are Bayesian, assuming that some prior probability �j of belonging to Gj ,j = 1; : : : ; q, is known.The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains theoretical developments aboutscalar products of distributions, and in particular the proof of asymptotic normality ofthese scalar products in the Gaussian case. Section 3 presents the four location rules thatwere considered for discriminant analysis of three-way data, and their comparison to moreclassical rules. The application to the dating of Alsacian castles is presented in section 4.2 L2 a�nity measures of distributionsWe shall use the classical notations h : ; : i� for the scalar product, and k : k� for the corre-sponding norm in L2(IRp;BIRp ; �). When � is the Lebesgue measure, scalar products and3



norms will simply be denoted by h : ; : i and k : k.The L2 a�nity measure between two distributions on IRp whose density functions aref and g with respect to a measure � on IRp was introduced by Qannari [12] as the scalarproduct hf; gi� of f and g in L2(IRp;BIRp ; �).De�nition 2.1 Let � be a non negative Radon measure on IRp, and f , g, be two nonnegative functions such that R f2d� and R g2d� are �nite. We call a�nity measure of fand g relative to � the following scalar product:hf; gi� = ZIRp f(x) g(x) d�(x) :With these notations, Bhattacharyya's measure of a�nity (McLachlan [11]) is hf1=2; g1=2i� .Replacing densities by their square roots has two obvious advantages. One is that iff d� is a probability measure, then kf1=2k� = 1. The other one is that it measuresthe a�nity between probability distributions, independently of the reference measure �.Indeed, if � is a strictly positive function on IRp and d� 0 = �d�, then the measuresf d� and g d� have densities f=� and g=� with respect to � 0. But the scalar producth(f=�)1=2; (g=�)1=2i�0 is equal to hf1=2; g1=2i� . However bilinearity is an advantage, forinstance when densities are estimated by kernel methods (Example 2.4 below), which islost when using Bhattacharyya's measure.We begin with some examples.Example 2.1 Exponential families of distributions.Let � be a non negative Radon measure on IRp, and � be a measurable function from IRpinto IRk. For each � 2 IRk, denote by L(�) the Laplace transform:L(�) = ZIRp eh�;�(x)iIRk d�(x) ;and by � the set of those � for which L(�) is �nite (h : ; : iIRk denotes the standard scalarproduct of IRk). 4



The exponential family generated by � and � is the following family of probabilitydistributions (see Barndor�-Nielsen [2] as a general reference):F�;� = � 1L(�)eh�;�(x)iIRk d� ; � 2 �� :Let f and g be the densities with respect to � of two elements of F�;�, and assume thatthey are square integrable with respect to �.f(x) = 1L(�f )eh�f ;�(x)iIRp and g(x) = 1L(�g)eh�g ;�(x)iIRp :Then �f + �g 2 �, and: hf; gi� = L(�f + �g)L(�f )L(�g) :Example 2.2 Uniform distributions.Let � be the Lebesgue measure on IRp. Let Df and Dg be two measurable domains of IRp,with �nite, strictly positive volumes. Letf = 1Vol(Df )11Df and g = 1Vol(Dg)11Dg ;be the densities with respect to � of the uniform distributions on Df and Dg respectively.Then: hf; gi = Vol(Df TDg)Vol(Df ) Vol(Dg) �Example 2.3 Gaussian distributions.The reference measure � still is the Lebesgue measure on IRp. Assume f and g are thedensity functions with respect to � of two Gaussian distributions N(�;�) and N(m;V ),where �, m are two vectors of IRp, and �, V are two positive de�nite matrices. The a�nitymeasure between f and g with respect to � has been computed in [3].Proposition 2.1 hf; gi = 1(2�) p2 1j�+ V j 12 e� 12 (��m)0(�+V )�1(��m) : (2.1)
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(The determinant of a square matrix is denoted by j : j).One could also normalize by kfk and kgk, and compute the cosine of the angle between fand g (see [3]). h fkfk ; gkgk i = 2 p2 j�j 14 jV j 14j�+ V j 12 e� 12 (��m)0(�+V )�1(��m) :This expression is very close to that of the Batthacharyya's a�nity measure between fand g ([11], p. 23): the exponential term appears with 1=2 instead of 1=4.When the means � and m are equal, the exponential term is null and the L2 a�nitymeasure (2.1) depends on the determinant of (�+V ), that is the product of the eigenvaluesof the sum of the covariance matrices.Example 2.4 Kernel estimates.Assume that the densities f and g have been estimated by a linear combination of uniformor Gaussian kernels (see Silverman [15]):f =Xi �iKfi and g =Xj �jKgj :The a�nity measure between f and g is a linear combination of a�nities between kernels,directly deduced from one of the two previous examples.hf; gi =Xi;j �i �j hKfi ;Kgj i :For the rest of this section, we shall focus on another type of density estimates in the Gaus-sian case. Let (X1; : : : ;Xnx) be a sample of the distribution N(�;�), with density functionf . Denote by �X and Sx the maximum likelihood estimators of � and � respectively. Therandom function f (nx) de�ned by:f (nx)(z) = 1(2�) p2 1jSxj 12 e� 12 (z� �X)0S�1x (z� �X) ;will be referred to as the density of the Gaussian distribution N( �X;Sx). Let g be thedensity function of the distribution N(m;V ). By the law of large numbers, the a�nity6



measure hf (nx); gi converges almost surely to hf; gi, as nx tends to in�nity. Symmetrically,let (Y1; : : : ; Yny) be a sample of the distribution N(m;V ), independent from (X1; : : : ;Xnx).Let �Y and Sy be the maximum likelihood estimators of m and V respectively, and g(ny)be the density of the Gaussian distribution N( �Y ; Sy). As nx and ny both tend to in�nity,the a�nity measure hf (nx); g(ny)i converges almost surely to hf; gi. Theorems 2.1 and 2.2below show that the di�erences are asymptotically Gaussian. The case of a single estimatehas already been treated in [5]. For sake of completeness and simpli�cation of notationsin other results, we recall it below.Theorem 2.1 As nx tends to in�nity, the random variablepnx (hf (nx); gi � hf; gi) (2.2)converges in distribution to the N(0; a[�;�;m; V ]), witha[�;�;m; V ] = j�je��0��(2�)p  �0���� + 2 tr "�(�� + ���0� + j�j2 E � 12 D2)��2#! (2.3)where � = (� + V )�1, � = (� � m), E = diagf[��1]ciig is the diagonal matrix of thecofactors of order (i; i) of ��1 and D = diagf��g is the diagonal matrix of componentsof the vector ��.Proof.We only give the main steps of the proof, referring to [4] for details. LetMp bethe set of positive de�nite matrices of order p. If � 2 IRp and K 2Mp, denoteby  (�;K) the a�nity measure of the density of the Gaussian distributionN(�;K) with g. Since Mp is open, the function  is de�ned and inde�nitelydi�erentiable in a neighborhood of (�;�). By the law of large numbers, fornx large enough, ( �X;Sx) almost surely belongs to that neighborhood. Weneed to study the asymptotic normality of pnx( ( �X;Sx)� (�;�)). A Taylorexpansion of order one in the neighborhood of (�;�) gives: (�;K)�  (�;�) = Pi @ @�i (�;�) (�i � �i)+ PiPj @ @Kij (�;�) (Kij � �ij)+ o(k� � �kp + kK � �kp�p) ;7



where k kp and k kp�p are any norm in the vector spaces of p-dimensional vectorsand square matrices respectively, and o is a function such that o(x)=x tendsto 0 as x tends to 0. Thus the quantity of interest splits into three terms:�1( �X) = pnXi @ @�i (�;�) ( �X � �)i ;�2(Sx) = pn Xi Xj @ @Kij (�;�) (Sx � �)ij ;�3( �X;Sx) = pn o(k �X � �kp + kSx � �kp�p) :The random variable �1( �X) is Gaussian. Its mean is 0, and its variance is(r� )0�(r� ), where r� is the gradient of  with respect to �, evaluated at(�;�).The term �2(Sx) can be rewritten as�2(Sx) = (vec(r� ))0 (pnvec(Sx � �)) ;where `vec' denotes the vectorization of matrices, andr� denotes the gradientmatrix of  with respect to K, evaluated at (�;�). The asymptotic normalityof pn vec(Sx��) is a standard result. It yields that of �2(Sx). The asymptoticvariance can be computed by standard linear algebra, using the identities givenin Fang and Zhang [8], p.11 �. It can be expressed as 2 tr h((r� )�)2i.Standard arguments show that �3( �X;S) converges in probability to 0. Dueto the Gaussian hypothesis, the random variables �X and S are independentand so are �1( �X) and �2(S). The sum �1( �X) + �2(S) + �3( �X;S) convergesto a centered Gaussian distribution, the variance being the sum of variancesof �1 and �2. In order to obtain the announced result, one has to check that:(r� )0�(r� ) + 2 tr h((r� )�)2i = a[�;�;m; V ]:This is done using the results of Fang and Zhang [8], after some tedious linearalgebra calculations that will not be reproduced here (see [4]). 2When both densities are estimated, the result is the following.8



Theorem 2.2 Let � and � be two positive reals, nx = nx(n) and ny = ny(n) be twosequences of integers such that:limn!1 nx(n)n = � and limn!1 ny(n)n = � :As n tends to in�nity, the random variablepn (hf (nx); g(ny)i � hf; gi) (2.4)converges in distribution to the N(0; b[�;�;m; V ]), withb[�;�;m; V ] = 1� a[�;�;m; V ] + 1� a[m;V; �;�] : (2.5)Proof.We rewrite pn (hf (nx); g(ny)i � hf; gi) as the sum:pn (hf (nx); gi � hf; gi) +pn (hf; g(ny)i � hf; gi) +pn hf (nx) � f; g(ny) � gi :The �rst two terms are independent. By Theorem 2.1, they are asymptoticallyGaussian and their asymptotic variances are respectively a[�;�;m; V ]=� anda[m;V; �;�]=�. There remains to prove that the third term converges to 0 inprobability, which is easy, using the Schwarz inequality. 2For two of the location criterions to be introduced in the next section, we shall needa multivariate Gaussian approximation. Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 below extend Theorems2.1 and 2.2 to a vector of scalar products. Let g1; : : : ; gq be the density functions of theGaussian distributions N(m1; V1); : : : ;N(mq; Vq) on IRp.Theorem 2.3 As nx tends to in�nity, the random vectorpnx �(hf (nx); g1i; : : : ; hf (nx); gqi)� (hf; g1i; : : : ; hf; gqi)� : (2.6)converges in distribution to the q-dimensional N(0; A[�;�;m1; V1; : : : ;mq; Vq]). For allj; k = 1; : : : ; q, the coe�cient of order j; k of the covariance matrix A is:Ajk = j�j�kj 12(2�)p e� 12 (�0j�j�j+�0k�k�k) ��0j�j��k�k + 2 tr[�j��k�]� ; (2.7)9



where for l = 1; : : : ; q: �l = (� + Vl)�1 ;�l = ��ml ;El = diagf[��1l ]ciig ;Dl = diagf�l�lg ;�l = ��l + �l�l�0l�l + j�lj2 El � 12D2l :Proof.Let u = (uj) ; j = 1; : : : ; q be any vector of IRq. Letg = qXj=1ujgj :We need to prove that the random variable pnx (hf (nx); gi � hf; gi) convergesin distribution to the N(0; u0 A[�;�;m1; V1; : : : ;mq; Vq]u). Re-de�ning  asthe function that associates to (�;K) the scalar product between the densityof the N(�;K) and g, the arguments given in the proof of Theorem 2.1 remainvalid, up to the computation of the asymptotic variance. Here, one has toprove that(r� )0�(r� ) + 2 tr h((r� )�)2i = u0A[�;�;m1; V1; : : : ;mq; Vq]u :Let  j denote the function that associates to (�;K) the scalar product be-tween the density of the N(�;K) and gj . One has  = Pj uj j, and thusr� =Pj ujr� j and r� =Pj ujr� j. The calculations follow exactly thesame lines as those of the variance in Theorem 2.1. Notice that the diagonalcoe�cient A[�;�;m1; V1; : : : ;mq; Vq]jj is a[�;�;mj ; Vj ], as was to be expected. 2When the densities gj have to be estimated, we shall assume that for each of them asample (Y (j)1 ; : : : ; Y (j)njy ) is available, and that all the samples (including (X1; : : : ;Xnx)) areindependent. The estimator of the density gj is denoted by g(njy)j .
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Theorem 2.4 Let �, �1; : : : ; �q be q+1 positive reals, nx = nx(n), n1y = n1y(n); : : : ; nqy =nqy(n) be q + 1 sequences of integers such that:limn!1 nx(n)n = � and for all j limn!1 njy(n)n = �j :As n tends to in�nity, the random vectorpn�(hf (nx); g(n1y)1 i; : : : ; hf (nx); g(nqy)q i)� (hf; g1i; : : : ; hf; gqi)� (2.8)converges in distribution to the q-dimensional N(0; B[�;�;m1; V1; : : : ;mq; Vq]), withB[�;�;m1; V1; : : : ;mq; Vq] = 1�A[�;�;m1; V1; : : : ;mq; Vq] + diagf 1�j a[mj ; Vj ; �;�]g :(2.9)Proof.We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, rewriting (2.8) as the sum:pn�(hf (nx); g1i; : : : ; hf (nx); gqi)� (hf; g1i; : : : ; hf; gqi)� (2.10)+pn�(hf; g(n1y)1 i; : : : ; hf; g(nqy)q i)� (hf; g1i; : : : ; hf; gqi)� (2.11)+pn�(hf (nx) � f; g(n1y)1 � g1i; : : : ; hf (nx) � f; g(nqy)q � gqi) (2.12)The �rst two terms are independent. The asymptotic normality of (2.10) isgiven by Theorem 2.3. That of each coordinate in the vector (2.11) followsfrom Theorem 2.1. Moreover these coordinates are independent and thus thevector converges to the centered Gaussian distribution with covariance matrixdiagf 1�j a[mj; Vj ; �;�]g. Having checked that (2.12) tends to 0 in probability,the result follows. 23 Location rulesIn discriminant analysis, one is given a set:G = q[j=1Gj11



of (Gaussian) distributions on IRp, partitioned into q subsets, and a sample (X1; : : : ;Xn)of some unknown (Gaussian) distribution N(�;�), with density f . As in the previoussection, we shall denote by f (n) the density of the Gaussian distribution N( �X;Sx), where�X and Sx are the maximum likelihood estimators of � and � respectively. The goal is toallocate the unknown density f to one of the classes Gj , by maximizing a certain criterion:|̂ = arg max1�j�qC((X1; : : : ;Xn); j) :We describe below four possible criterions.Criterion 1: A�nity to class representative.Here we assume that each Gj can be represented by a Gaussian distribution N(mj ; Vj), withdensity gj . This situation arises of course when each class contains a single distribution,but also when possibly di�erent distributions in the class can only be estimated througha global sample. Our �rst criterion is the following:C1((X1; : : : ;Xn); j) = hf (n); gji : (3.1)Obviously, maximizing C1 is equivalent to minimizing the L2 distance between f (n) andgj . |̂ = arg max1�j�qC((X1; : : : ;Xn); j) = arg min1�j�q kf (n) � gjk :Notice that Matusita's procedure ([10]) is the same, up to replacing f (n) and gj by theirsquare roots. In the particular case where all variances Vj are equal to a �xed V , formula(2.1) shows that maximizing C1 is equivalent to minimizing the Mahalanobis distance ofmeans: |̂ = arg min1�j�q k �X �mjk(Sx+V )�1 :The convergence results of section 2 allow a statistical study of the estimator |̂. Assumethat each Gj is reduced to a single known distribution, and that f is equal to gj0 , withj0 unknown. Then |̂ is a convergent estimator of j0. Moreover Theorem 2.1 permits tocompute the asymptotic probability that |̂ = j0, and also the asymptotic level and power12



of a test for \H0 : f = gj0" against \H1 : f = gj1". In the case where the gj 's are estimatedthrough samples (Y (j)1 ; : : : ; Y (j)nj ), Theorem 2.2 can be applied with the same e�ect.Criterion 2: A�nity to class center.In the general case, each class Gj contains Tj � 2 distributions. Denote by g(1)j ; : : : ; g(Tj )jtheir densities. It seems natural to summarize the class by some convex combination ofthe g(t)j 's: g0j = �(1)j g(1)j + � � �+ �(Tj)j g(Tj )j ; (3.2)with �(t)j � 0 and �(1)j + � � � + �(Tj )j = 1. Of course g0j is not Gaussian anymore, but theadvantage of the L2 a�nity measure over Bhattacharyya's is bilinearity. So minimizingthe L2 distance between f (n) and g0j is equivalent to maximizing a convex combination ofL2 a�nity measures: C2((X1; : : : ;Xn); j) = TjXt=1 �(t)j hf (n); g(t)j i : (3.3)Obviously, C2 and C1 coincide when all Tj 's are equal to 1. What had been said of theprevious criterion regarding the application of Theorem 2.1 to the statistical study, can beextended to this one, using the multivariate convergence results instead. By Theorem 2.3,the asymptotic distribution of C2(X1; : : : ;Xn; j) is Gaussian, with explicitly computablevariance. Thus the asymptotic probability that |̂ = j can be computed for any f andj. Denoting by jmax the index j for which PTjt=1 �(t)j hf; g(t)j i is maximum, one can thuscompute the P-value and power of a test for \H0 : jmax = j0", against \H1 : jmax = j1".Criterion 3: Conditional joint likelihood.As in the �rst case, each class Gj is represented by a Gaussian density gj . Denote byZ = (Z1; : : : ; Zq) the vector of estimated a�nities between f and the gj 's:Z = (hf (n); g1i; : : : ; hf (n); gqi) :For all j = 1; : : : ; q, denote by Lj(z1; : : : ; zq) the conditional density of Z, knowing that\f = gj". Assume some prior distribution � = (�j) on the classes. For j = 1; : : : ; q, �j is13



interpreted as the probability that f is equal to gj . Our third criterion is:C3((X1; : : : ;Xn); j) = �j Lj(hf (n); g1i; : : : ; hf (n); gqi) : (3.4)The idea is the following. If C3(X1; : : : ;Xn; j) is maximal, then so is the conditionalprobability that f = gj , knowing the observed value of Z. Of course, the conditionaldensities Lj(z1; : : : ; zq) cannot be explicitly computed. However, Theorem 2.3 provesthat the conditional distribution of Z knowing \f = gj" is asymptotically normal. Soit is reasonable to replace Lj(z1; : : : ; zq) by a multivariate Gaussian density, with mean(hgj ; g1i; : : : ; hgj ; gqi) and covariance matrix determined by formula (2.7).Criterion 4: Conditional local likelihood.The situation and notations are those of criterion 3. Both the joint likelihoodLj(z1; : : : ; zq)and its Gaussian approximation are uneasy to deal with. Instead of conditioning by theobserved value of the vector Z of scalar products, the idea of criterion 4 is to conditiononly by its marginals. Thus we denote by `j(z) the conditional density of Zj knowing\f = gj". Our fourth criterion is:C4((X1; : : : ;Xn); j) = �j `j(hf (n); gji) : (3.5)Once again, `j will not be explicitly computed, but replaced by a Gaussian approximation,using Theorem 2.1. The inconvenient of criterion 4 is to remain local, not taking advantageof the full information contained in the vector Z, contrarily to criterion 3. On the otherhand, calculations are much simpler with C4 than with C3.In classical linear discriminant analysis, a single observation X is to be a�ected to a classand it is often assumed that the covariance matrices of the gj 's and f are all equal to some�xed matrix V . Re-de�ning f (n) as the density of the Gaussian distribution N(X;V ), toapply criterions 1 or 4 amounts to minimizing the Mahalanobis distance between X andthe vectors m1; : : : ;mq (see for instance [9] p. 303).|̂ = arg max1�j�qC1(X; j)14



= arg max1�j�qC4(X; j)= arg min1�j�q kX �mjkV �1 :
4 Application to the dating of Alsacian castlesThe benchmark data that we used were collected by J.M. Rudrauf [14] on Alsacian castles.On each castle, he measured the values of 4 structural parameters on a sample of buildingstones. The building dates of 40 castles were approximately known to historians, andpartitioned into 5 consecutive periods ranging from 1140 to 1350, the �rst 4 periods being35 years long and the last one 70 years long. Rudrauf's assumption was that the buildingtechniques, and thus the structural parameters of the stones must have changed over theperiods, and that the values of these parameters for a given castle should give an indicationof the building period of the castle.Our modelling hypothesis was that the four parameters measured on the stones of agiven castle were independent realizations of a 4-dimensional Gaussian random vector, themean and covariance matrix of which depended only on the castle. The number of stonesmeasured on a given castle varied between 10 and 50. Obviously the normality hypothesiscould not be validated on such small samples. Concatenating those small samples overeach period gave numbers of stones ranging from 66 to 312 depending on the period. Themean and covariance matrices of those 5 global samples were computed and are presentedin Table 1. Except between the �rst period and the others, these results do not showany striking di�erence between periods, and it seems di�cult to use them for the datingof castles. We proposed to use the criterions de�ned in section 3 in order to locate thecastles into periods. With the notations of the previous sections, if f is the 4-dimensionalGaussian density associated to the sample collected on a given castle, the dating problemconsists in a�ecting f to one of the classes Gj = fg(1)j ; : : : ; g(Tj )j g, where j = 1; : : : ; 5 is therank of the period and the g(t)j 's are the densities associated to the castles dated in the j-thperiod. In order to validate the method and compare the criterions by cross-validation,we successively applied the four criterions to each one of the 40 dated castles and checked15



Table 1: Means and covariance matrices per period.Period Number Number Mean Covarianceof castles of stones1-Between1140and1175 13 312 43.8 63.5 2.9 8.8 97.881.9 2660.44 -0.17 0.6413.2 13.2 -0.23 13.72-Between1175and1210 6 155 34.8 54.7 3.2 7.7 33.812.1 1551.05 1.81 0.593.46 2.90 0.05 5.773-Between1210and1245 5 108 35.9 57.3 3.9 7.4 55.129.3 2061.27 0.22 0.558.79 4.66 0.40 5.564-Between1245and1280 13 273 32.6 54.2 3.8 6.2 39.020.0 1711.90 2.16 0.921.61 -1.15 0.42 4.645-Between1280and1350 3 66 34.9 54.4 4 6.7 26.424.3 277-1.19 -1.94 0.685.62 8.03 -0.38 3.24
for misclassi�cations.Criterion 1: A�nity to class representative.Considering each period as homogeneous from the point of view of building parameters,we decided to associate to it a single Gaussian density function gj on IR4. Its mean andcovariance matrix had to be estimated over all stones of the period. These estimates arethose of Table 1.Criterion 2: A�nity to class center.Each castle of a given period being associated to a di�erent Gaussian density, we chose torepresent the period by the barycenter of those densities, giving the same importance toeach density in the class. Thus the coe�cients �(t)j of formula (3.2) were all equal to 1=Tj .Criterions 3 and 4: Conditional joint or local likelihood.16



As for the �rst criterion each period was represented by a Gaussian density, with mean andcovariance matrix given in Table 1. In the absence of any reliable information concerningundated castles, the prior probabilities �j were supposed equal.Having applied to a dated castle one of the four criterions, that castle was a�ected toa period that might or not be its own. Tables 2 (a) to (d) summarize the results obtainedwith criterions 1 to 4. In each table the entry of row i, column j is the number of castlesof period i that were a�ected to period j by the corresponding criterion.Table 2: Tables of location by rule and by period.(a) Criterion 1Location period1 2 3 4 510 31 1 3 11 2 21 2 3 5 21 2Misclassi�cation: 24
(b) Criterion 2Location period1 2 3 4 512 12 1 31 1 2 13 1 3 61 2Misclassi�cation: 19(c) Criterion 3Location period1 2 3 4 59 3 14 1 14 14 2 4 2 13Misclassi�cation: 29
(d) Criterion 4Location period1 2 3 4 510 31 1 3 11 2 21 2 3 5 21 2Misclassi�cation: 24

The numbers of misclassi�cations are rather important. Criterion 2 seems to performsomewhat better than the other three, with a misclassi�cation ratio a little below onehalf. These results may look disappointing, but one has to take into account the sparcityof information: small samples sizes, imprecision of the historical dating (each buildingdate is known at best up to ten years), unknown variations in the building techniques.Also, looking at the entries of Table 2, one can observe that misclassi�cations by more17



than one period are rather scarce. Indeed the numbers of castles of period i located in aperiod j with jj � ij > 1 are respectively 8, 8, 12, and 8 for criterions 1 to 4. In particularthe 13 castles of period 1 are globally well located. The worst error rates are observed forthe fourth period, probably indicating that the building techniques may not characterizethe castles of that period.Obviously, the results on Alsacian castles are not su�cient to truly validate our method norto compare the four criterions. They are an example of a real-life application with manyinherent di�culties. More tests need to be performed, in particular using the versatilityof criterions 2, 3 and 4 that o�er many choices of tuning parameters.References[1] A. Bar-Hen and J.J. Daudin. Asymptotic distribution of Matusita's distance: Appli-cation to the location model. Biometrika, 85 (2):477{481, 1998.[2] O. Barndor�-Nielsen. Information and exponential families in statistical theory. Wi-ley, New York, 1978.[3] R. Boumaza. Analyse en composantes principales de distributions gaussiennes mul-tidimensionnelles. Revue de Statis. Appl., XLVI (2):5{20, 1998.[4] R. Boumaza. Analyses factorielles des distributions marginales de processus. PhDdissertation, Universit�e Joseph Fourier, Grenoble, France, 1999.[5] R. Boumaza. Distribution asymptotique de l'a�nit�e L2 de densit�es gaussiennes. C.R. Acad. Sci. Paris, 328, S�erie I, 527{529, 1999.[6] A. Carlier, C. Lavit, M. Pag�es, M.O. Pernin and J.C. Turlot. A comparative reviewof methods which handle a set of indexed data tables. In : R. Coppi and S. Bolasco(Ed.). Multiway data analysis. North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1989, 79{101.
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